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Lesson 9 – Mastering the Matrix 

 

Are you hoping to succeed in a large matrix 
organization? 
 

If you work in a medium to large organization, chances are you have to deal with a matrix management 
structure where often the challenges seem overwhelming.  

Globalization has magnified these issues with cultural, language, and technology differences, to name a few. 

To be successful and thrive in this type of environment, it is critical that you maintain good and valued 
relationships with key people in the matrix.  

Often, when thinking about Value Based Networking in a matrix these questions arise: 
• How do I deal with responsibility and accountability but without authority?  
• I feel overworked and unable to escalate effectively - what can I do?  
• How can I function effectively when I continually have to get things done with people in other 

departments?  
• When people have agreed to do things, how can I improve the likelihood that they will actually deliver?  
• Why do I find it easier to get along with some people and not others, and how can I change my own 

style to work more effectively with people with whom I don't make a natural connection?  
• How can I best influence someone when separated by distance, culture, time and technology?  
• How can I improve my personal effectiveness, my worth and my profile in a business that is 

increasingly facing "global" challenges requiring international cooperation?  
• How can we reduce disagreements and eliminate unnecessary conflict in the organization? 

In a Booz Allen study of 294 top and mid-level managers from seven major multi-national corporations in six 
industries they found that the top five challenges of the matrix organizational form are: 

1. Misaligned goals 
2. Unclear roles and responsibilities 
3. Ambiguous authority 
4. Lack of a matrix guardian, and 
5. Silo-focused employees 

Value Based Networking can help you deal with these challenges and improve your ability to deliver projects, 
negotiate for resources, influence others, and delegate project tasks.  

What Do You Need?    Answer: Partnerships 

You start by examining your current partnerships and identifying ways to improve these partnerships. To do 
this you must determine who within each functional area has the ability to impact your goals; your ability to be 
successful.  Then, ask the same questions:  How might you provide value to them; help them meet their goals.  
If you do not have an existing relationship with them, you may need to enlist the help of a sponsor who can 
provide an introduction.  

 

 
  

Importantly, employees who 
operate most effectively within the 
matrix are those who deliberately 
reach out and create an informal 
network of peers and supporters. 
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Exercise #11 
Use the table on the following page to decide who inside the matrix you should be creating a value based 
relationship with. 

Example: 
You are the sales account executive for a large customer.  Your customer is frequently experiencing delivery 
problems.  You’ve been dealing with each situation as it occurs, but would like to engage your company’s 
Logistics organization in an overall review of the issues and how to prevent them.  You would like to connect 
your VP Distribution with the VP Procurement at your customer to facilitate a firsthand understanding of the 
problems.  The Director of Order Processing, George, is a friend of yours who knows the VP Distribution.  You 
decide to ask George to make a connection for you with the VP. 

Target 
Function/ 

Group 
Key Contact Level 

1-6
Sponsor / 
Connector Value You Receive / Provide Next Interaction / Date 

Logistics 

Jason 
Quidd, VP 

Distribution 
1 

George Harvey, 
Director, Order 

Processing 

Leadership attention on a 
customer problem / 
Connection from VP 

Distribution to customer VP 
Procurement 

Call George to 
arrange meeting with 

Jason next week 

Now think of all of the other functional areas within your organization that you could provide value if you 
established relationships for mutual benefit. 

Scroll down for Exercise #11. Print  and complete it.
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EXERCISE #11 – My Critical Matrix Relationships 

Target 
Function/ 

Group 
Key Contact Level 

1-6
Sponsor / 
Connector Value You Receive / Provide Next Interaction / Date 

Admin 

Customer 
Serv. 

Distribution 

Engineering 

Finance 

HR 

Legal 

Marketing 

IT 

Operations 

Planning 

Production 

Purchasing 

R&D 

Sales 
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Using Social Networking to Advantage 
Social Networking is a phenomenon that has seen a rapid growth over the last several years and it is 
continuing to evolve.  Used wisely, social networking is definitely a tool that can help you to succeed at 
Value Based Networking. 

The various sites help you to easily connect with people who you already know or with whom you share 
similar interests, and enable connections with people who might never have met in the "real" world.   

Linking up with "friends" on sites like Facebook is like a computerized version of mingling at a party.  
You can see their other friends (and those people's friends) and they can see your friends.  In 
comparison, it makes Joe Girard’s network of 250 seem very tiny!  Browsing through these 
connections, you might find other people you want to correspond with because you share a common 
passion, grew up in the same hometown, or because the person works at a company or in an industry 
you're interested in. 

As new sites for social networking proliferate it is important for a value based networker to stand back 
from the buzz and evaluate if and how you want to incorporate the opportunity into your program of 
networking with purpose. 

There are a number of practices that will help you use social networking to advantage: 

• Don’t measure your success at Value Based Networking by the quantity of your friends on 
Facebook or your connections on LinkedIn.  Scan your lists every once in awhile and 
guesstimate what percent of people represent a relationship above Level 2 (they know my 
name). 

• Don’t spend so much time on social networking that you don’t have time for Value Based 
Networking.  It is fun to continually check out the latest status or pictures from friends, but those 
may not be the value based relationships that will power your future. 

• Do think about which of your networks you want to maintain via particular social networking 
sites.  As an example, some people connect to friend and hobby networks on a site like 
Facebook and reserve sites like LinkedIn for business and career networks. 

• Do think about using social networking tools to establish or reinforce your personal “brand”.   
You can establish a reputation and become known for your particular expertise by carefully 
choosing the networking groups you belong to and routinely posting your opinions and 
commentary. 

• Don’t post anything that could reflect badly on you.  Are there things out on networking sites that 
would cause your current or a future employer to react negatively? 
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In Summary   

Concepts and Themes 
If you have read through this workbook, listened to the CDs and completed each of the exercises you 
have a strong Value Based Networking foundation to build on.  You have: 

• Confronted the reasons you might find networking difficult and learned techniques to overcome 
them 

• Identified the people in all your networks and how you do or can add value to them 
• Started to network with purpose by identifying connections you want but don’t have, and 

choosing your top 5 for focus 
• Learned how to identify what people value through research and asking good questions 
• Thought about and identified the level of your relationships and how  to reach a Trusted Advisor 

level if that is appropriate  
• Learned techniques to “make time” by interconnecting your networks and leveraging resources 

and activities 
• Checked that your attitude isn’t a barrier to your success at Value Based Networking 
• Reviewed ideas for dealing with large matrix organizations, using social networking to 

advantage and becoming a WOW person 

As you practice your new skills there are some basic concepts or themes to keep in mind: 

• Value Based Networking will help you reach more positive business decisions, gain access to 
opportunities and enhance your career  - Why? -  because good, old fashioned personal 
relationships help you stand out above the noise of voice messages, emails, and mass 
communication. 

• All things being equal, people want to do business with their friends.  In fact, all things being not 
quite equal; friends will still have an edge.  

• To build high-value relationships you need to begin to give more value to others each day.  VBN 
is about adding value before you expect anything in return.  It’s about having faith in the Law of 
Reciprocity that says human beings like to “return the favor”.  If you want to create success for 
yourself, help someone else become successful first.  

• Good relationships are hard to build.  It's extremely difficult to understand what people really 
want, keep your promises and maintain a dialogue to ensure you meet their changing needs.  

• It’s better to choose your networks rather than just letting them happen. Because Value Based 
Networking is critical to making your future bigger than your past, you need to carefully and 
deliberately choose the people who could have the greatest impact on your short and long-term 
goals. 

• Although Joe Girard may have been the original and most famous Value Based Networker, 
everyone has role models to learn from.  Put some thought into who these people are in your 
life and how you could add them to your networking list and learn from them.  

• VBN is a definable repeatable process, so you don’t have to be a “born networker” to succeed.   
But you do need to learn the techniques and you do need to practice!!   
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Finally, did you see the movie Erin Brockovich?  Do you know why Erin was so successful?  It wasn't 
because of the way she dressed, or the way she spoke -- because she definitely could have used 
better language.  It wasn't her education either, although she was very smart.  It was the fact that she 
really cared for others, could relate to them, and others trusted her with everything they had.  
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